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This video essay discusses how storytelling in film differs from storytelling in book and highlights how The 
Prisoner of Azkaban translates emotions from book to screen through cinematic devices. Watch the video essay 
here: https://flowcasts.uni-hannover.de/nodes/mrWEq  

Creator’s Statement 
Anybody who has ever read a novel or who has studied literature has come across the term and 
notion of ‘point-of-view.’ In books, there is always a narrator, someone who tells us a story. And 
it is also the narrator who directs our emotions, our feelings, and our empathy towards the 
characters, the action, and the narrative itself. In films, however, we do not read words, we do not 
pick up emotions by stumbling upon certain adjectives in descriptions. We perceive images, we 
hear music, we hear sounds, and these direct our emotions towards what is happening in a narrative.  
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I have always found it fascinating how films make us care. How they make us aware of 
emotions and events portrayed on screen and how they make us feel part of a story that is so distant 
from us, yet so close in front of us. I chose Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (2004, Alfonso 
Cuarón) because this film struck me when I was younger with its dark visuals and its distinguished 
use of camera perspectives. With this video essay, I want to elaborate on how the film uses point-
of-view to adapt a story from book to film by translating its way of narration beautifully and in the 
most faithful way. I contend that this film thereby accomplishes to arouse viewers’ empathy and 
sympathy towards the protagonist, namely Harry, and to awaken their attachment to his personal 
story, his feelings, and his following, yet to be unfolded, journey. I want to shed light on how this 
film differs from its predecessors, on what makes it special in its narrative style, and on why this 
film is inevitably essential for the entirety of the Harry Potter Saga.  

When I started making this video essay, I did have an idea in mind where I wanted to go 
with this. However, the more invested I got in the material, the deeper I fell into a spiral and 
endlessly discovered more fascinating visuals, striking aspects of filmmaking, and Cuarón’s 
incredible skills of telling Harry’s story. I quickly noticed how easily and almost unnoticeably I got 
off track with regards to my original idea for my video essay, how I dived deeper into the crossroads 
of filmmaking. Thanks to my classmates’ input after showing a work-in-progress, I decided to 
integrate text excerpts of the original Harry Potter book to emphasize the literal translation from 
text to screen. This implementation then guided me, and I think also guides viewers of this video 
essay, through my examination and visual assertions. And I daresay that this video essay covers 
how well the film translates Harry Potter’s narration by smartly conveying his feelings through a 
combination of point-of-view shots, narration, and sound.  
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